**Ongoing Efforts**

**Where We Play Playground**

The Where We Play planning committee reviewed vendor bids and made a recommendation to the Hart County Board of Commissioners for the installation of phase 1 of the playground. The playground installation crew is slated to begin in March and should be complete by May.

**Three-County Manufacturing Survey**

The UGA Carl Vinson Institute of Government survey team presented the results from a three county (Hart, Franklin and Stephens Counties) survey of perceptions of advanced manufacturing to a regional committee led by Hart County Archway Partnership members. The committee will discuss and identify next steps to address some of the findings and will engage additional stakeholders to participate in future efforts based on survey findings.

**Leadership Hart to Make Sailboat Sculptures**

The 2015 class of Leadership Hart is raising community support for their class project—painted fiberglass sailboats that will serve as public art landmarks to celebrate Lake Hartwell and the vibrant role that the arts play in our community. The boats are completely fabricated by Hart County businesses, and will be painted by Hart County artisans through a partnership with Hart Regional Arts Center. Leadership Hart is a program of the Hart County Chamber of Commerce, with support from the Hart County Archway Partnership.

**Pictured:** Leadership Hart members with a sailboat to be painted by local artisans